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We present a detailed two-dimensional (2D) quantal study of the dynamical evolution of
microwave-driven Rydberg H atoms. We examine the range of validity of the conventional one-
dimensional (1D) models and explore the frequency- and intensity-dependent excitation and ioniza-
tion mechanisms. The main findings of this paper can be summarized as follows: (i) The excitation
spectra of Rydberg H atoms are strongly frequency dependent and can be roughly grouped into
three characteristically different regions, each with a different excitation mechanism. In this paper,
we emphasize the study of the two major excitation mechanisms: quantum diffusion and multipho-
ton resonant excitation. The region dominated by quantum diffusion lies in the frequency range
co, & ~p & cod, where cop is the rescaled field frequency (mp=conp, np is the principal quantum number
of the initial state); co„ the classical chaotic threshold; and cod, the quantum delocalization border.
In this region, quasienergy levels are strongly perturbed and mixed and excitation is efficient, lead-
ing to the so-called underthreshold photoelectric ionization phenomenon. On the other hand, we
found a series of frequency regions (in cop& cod) where the ionization is mainly due to multiphoton
resonant excitation through the more isolated quasienergy avoided crossing points. (ii) The excita-
tion pathways (1D versus 2D) are strongly intensity dependent. For microwave (rescaled) field
strength cp (—= cnp) in the range c, &op&a~ (where c, is the onset of classical chaos and c the quan-
tum delocalization threshold), large discrepancies exist between 1D and 2D results. It is found that
the 1D model seriously underestimates the ionization probabilities and, more importantly, the dorn-
inant channels for Rydberg atom excitation and ionization proceed through n2 &0 ladders rather
than the n2 =0'ladder, as often assumed in the 1D model. As field strength increases above c~, how-
ever, the 1D model improves significantly. (iii) The quantum localization phenomenon is observed
in the classically chaotic region (cu, &cop &cod) when the field strength cp is less than c~. However,
quantum delocalization can appear when cp& c~. (iv) The stability of quantum diffusive motion is
analyzed in terms of the quantal phase-space diagram and the autocorrelation function. The results
lend support to the view that quantum mechanics can impose limitations on classical chaotic
motion. (v) The way of turning on the field (singlet or cosset) does not affect significantly the dynami-
cal evolution of the system. (vi) Finally, a computationally powerful new technique, invoking the
use of artificial intelligence algorithms as well as the generalized Van Vleck perturbation theory for
effectively reducing the dimensionality of the Floquet matrix, is introduced to facilitate the study of
multiphoton resonant excitation of Rydberg atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the dynamical evolution of highly excited
hydrogen atoms driven by strong microwave fields is
currently a subject of considerable interest both experi-
mentally' and theoretically. Because of the cornplexi-
ty of the problem, one-dimensional (1D) models ' were
often introduced to simplify the dynamics. Use of the
classical dynamics shows that the system undergoes a
transition from regular to chaotic motions ' ' as the field
strength exceeds a critical value c.„leading to diffusive
ionization of the atom. On the other hand, quantal stud-
ies of the same 1D Hamiltonian show that quantum in-
terference can lead to significant inhibition of the
diffusive motion in energy space, and that the quantual
motion is stable even though it can be diffusive. Recent-
ly, it has been further found that large-amplitude ioniza-
tion can occur at frequencies much below those required
for the one-photon photoelectric effect.
To examine the scope of the validity of the 1D models
and to explore the detailed frequency- and intensity-
dependent excitation and ionization mechanisms, we
have performed a detailed two-dimensional (2D) ab initio
quantum-mechanical study of the nonlinear dynamical
evolution of the microwave-driven Rydberg states of hy-
drogen atoms near the onset of classical chaos. The 2D
results show significant departures from the strict 1D
model in some intensity regimes regarding the time devel-
opment of Rydberg states as well as the most probable
ionization pathways. Further, it is found that ionization
mechanisms are strongly frequency dependent. There are
generally two different mechanisms operating in the exci-
tation of Rydberg atoms: rnultiphoton resonant excita-
tion and quantum diffusion. The former occurs when the
separation of two nonadjacent quantum states (say, ~i )
and
~j ) ) ~E, E~ =%%co and simultan—eous absorption (or
emission) of 1V' photons can take place. On the other
hand, quantum diffusion arises from a series of successive
single-photon absorption and/or emission between adja-
cent levels. The physical origin of these phenomena can
be understood by the examination of their quasi-energy-
level diagrams.
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In the next section (Sec. II), we shall define the problem
and the Hamiltonian, and outline the numerical methods
for obtaining the solutions. A detailed investigation of
the frequency- and intensity-dependent excitation dynam-
ics of Rydberg H atoms is presented along with the exam-
ination of the validity of the 1D model in Sec. III. The
quantal phase-space diagram and autocorrelation func-
tion are introduced to analyze the nature of quantum
diffusive motion in the classically chaotic region. Finally
in Sec. IV, we present a new numerical technique to facil-
itate the study of multiphoton resonant excitation dy-
namics.
These studies were greatly facilitated by access to the
CRAY-2 supercomputer and by the recent advancements
in Floquet methods. ' '" Some of the preliminary results
have been reported previously. '
making the vertical transitions (b,n =+1, b.n2=0) fol-
lowed by the b, n = + 1, ~ An 2 ~ = 1 transitions (arrows not
shown). The existence of the forbidden zone lasts typical-
ly about 0.1 ps. In general, the vertical couplings
(bn =+1, An&=0) are one to two orders of magnitude
larger than the dotted couplings (bn =+1, b, n2=+1).
This is the basis of justification for the conventional 1D
models. However, since the microwave-driven Rydberg-
atom excitation is a dynamical process, a detailed 2D
study is significant to the understanding of the genuine
excitation pathways and ionization mechanisms.
The 2D quantum solution of the electronic motion, Eq.
(1), has been solved by two different methods. In the first
method, we expand P(t) in terms of unperturbed hydro-
genic eigenstates. This yields the following set of coupled
channel equations:
II. THEORY
iC„„(r)=E„„C„„(r)—s(t) g z, , C, , (r),
I I
n ln2
The dynamical evolution of the hydrogen atom driven
by an external linearly polarized monochromatic electric
field is governed by the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation (in atomic units)
(3)
where E„„=—1/(2n ) is the unperturbed energy of the
quantum state ( n, , n z ) and n is the principal quantum
number given by n =n, +n2+1. The dipole coupling
where H(t) is the periodic Hamiltonian given by
(2)
where s(t)=s singlet or s cosset, and E and co are the mi-
crowave electric field strength (assuming E~~z) and fre-
quency, respectively. The quantum dynamics can be ex-
pediently studied in parabolic coordinates as the unper-
turbed solution is separable in these coordinates. Follow-
ing previous theoretical studies, ' we shall assume that
the hydrogen atom is initially prepared in a very elongat-
ed quantum state having parabolic quantum number at
n
&
=no —1, n2 =0, m =0, where n, (»1) is the principal
quantum number n of the initial state. Since the magnet-
ic quantum number m is a constant of motion (m =0 in
this case), and since n =n, + n &+ ~ m ~ + 1, only two quan-
tum numbers (n, and n2 or n and n2) can be varied dur-
ing the excitation. Thus the quantum system under study
is essentially a two-dimensional one.
In Fig. 1, we depict the energy-level diagram and the
initial population flow direction for a hydrogen atom ini-
tially prepared in the (n =66, n2=0) quantum state.
Not all the allowed transitions are shown. The heavy
vertical arrows indicate the flowing paths in the conven-
tional one-dimensional model ' (i.e. , only the n2=0
ladder is considered). The complete solution of the prob-
lem involves 2D dynamics and population is allowed to
flow into nz&0 ladders as well. Owing to the dipole
selection rule, horizontal (i.e., An =0, b, n 2&0) tr'ansitions
are not allowed, and Fig. 1 shows a forbidden zone in the
initial short-time regime. However, once the population
leaks into the n~~O ladders [for example, via the dotted
arrow (i.e., An+I, hn2 =+1) transitions], rapid vertical
flows within an n2 ladder will fill up the forbidden zone.
Alternatively, the forbidden zone can be filled up by first
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FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram and short-time population flow
in the Rydberg H atom. The initial state (heavy dot) is located
at n =66, n, =0, and m =0. Only the n2=0 ladder is con-
sidered in conventional 1D models. In reality, population can
leak into n2&0 channels and excitation and ionization along
n»0 ladders can be subsequently developed. The complete
solution of the problem thus involves the study of 2D dynamical
evolution.
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matrix elements z, , were computed using the for-
n]n2 n ]n2
mula by Gordon. ' The coupled equations (3) were
solved by the Adam-Bashforth-Moulton predictor-
corrector formulas of orders up to 12 to achieve high ac-
curacy. The atom is assumed to be initially at the
elongated quantum state no=66 or n, =65, n2=m =0
throughout this study. Since the Hamiltonian is periodic
in time, namely, H(t + T)=H(t), with T =2rrlco being
the period, the Floquet theorem' can be invoked to fa-
cilitate the solution of long-time properties. Thus Eq. (1)
can be rewritten as
i r}, U(t, t, ) =H(t) U(t, t, ),
where U(t, to) is the time-evolution operator defined as
(4)
p(t)=U(t, t, )g(t, ) with U(to, t, )=1.
The Floquet theorem asserts that
U(t, t, ) =P(t, t, )exp[ —ig(t t„)—],
III. EXCITATION DYNAMICS
IN MICROWAVE-DRIVEN RYDBERG
HYDROGEN ATOMS
Two significant external parameters which determine
the dynamical evolution of the system are the microwave
where Q is the time indepen-dent quasienergy operator,
and P(t, to) =P(t + T, to) is periodic. Since
U(to+nT, to)=[U(to+ T, to)]", one sees that the time-
evolution operator over one period, U(to+ T, to), pro-
vides essentially all the information we ever need about
the long-time behavior of the system. Further, in the
truncated basis, U(to+ T, to) may be diagonalized by
some unitary transformation 5,
StU(to+ T, to)S =exp( —iD),
where D is a diagonal matrix. Thus
U(t, + T, to)=Se 'DS
whereupon
0(to+nT, to)=Se ™DS
The second way to solve Eq. (1) and take advantage of
the Floquet theorem is via the so-called time-independent
Floquet Hamilton, ian method. ' ' In this approach, one
transforms the periodically time-dependent Hamiltonian
H ( t ) into an equivalent time independent -infinite-
dimensional Floquet matrix eigenvalue problem. Howev-
er, as the number of quantum states and the number of
photons involved are large, the dimensionality of the
(truncated) Floquet matrix will be ultralarge. In Sec. IV,
we shall discuss a method, the most probable path ap-
proach (MPPA), first introduced by Tietz and Chu' in
the study of multiphoton excitation of SO2. The method
extends the artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms' to
search for the most important Floquet states, allowing
the reduction of the dimensionality of the Floquet matrix
into a manageable size and yet maintaining the essential
dynamical information.
frequency and field strength. Let us first establish the
frequency-dependent excitation phenomena.
A. Frequency-dependent excitation spectrum and dynamics
A convenient measure of the extent of excitation along
the energy space provided by the expectation value
(n (t) ) defined as
(n (t)) =QP(no~n';t)n', (10)
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FIG. 2. Frequency-dependent excitation spectrum (see text
for notations). Also shown here are schematic diagrams of the
relative size of the field frequency cu and the energy spacings
(not to scale). The physical parameters used are F0=0.025 and
no =66 with c( t) = c, cosset.
where P(no~n';t) is the population of the quantum
state with the principal quantum number n' at time t. In
general, ( n ( t ) ) exhibits quasiperiodic oscillations in
time. Figure 2 shows the first maximum of the expecta-
tion values, (n ),„.,„, as a function of the (rescaled) fre-
quency a~o( = con o ) at the (rescaled) field strength
Eo( = Eno) =0.025. We found that the excitation mecha-
nisms depend strongly upon external field frequency and
can be grouped roughly into three different regions: (i)
The regions labeled by B and C showing the largest exci-
tation are similar to the underthreshold large photoelec-
tric ionization peaks recently reported by Casati et al.
This region is bounded on the left by the classical chaotic
threshold co, and on the right by the quantum delocaliza-
tion border co&. If the frequency is inside this window
(co, &coo & to~), the major ionization mechanism is due to
quantum diffusion as we shall show below. (ii) For fre-
quency coo& co&, Casati et al. found that quantum locali-
zation occurs and the ionization probability drops sharp-
ly below the classical prediction. However, we observed
in this region an infinite series of resonance peaks (labeled
by D, E, F, etc. ) with frequencies corresponding, respec-
tively, to about one-photon resonance between
n =66~69, 66~70, and 66~71 etc. As will be shown
below and in Sec. IV, near these frequencies, the dom-
inant excitation (ionization) mechanism is due to multi-
photon resonance processes. It is important to note that
around peaks B and C, no such initial resonance condi-
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tions are required as the dominant excitation mechanism
is due to quantum diffusion. (iii) For frequency
coo &co, «1 (region A), excitation is more difficult as it
requires the absorption of several photons to reach even
the nearby quantum states. As a result, higher mi-
crowave intensities are needed to achieve ionization. In
this region, transitions mainly proceed through high-
order processes, and a theoretical study of the excitation
dynamics is currently in progress in our laboratory. In
the current study, we shall focus mainly on the excitation
mechanisms for ~o & co, .
—24.5
bO4Q—25.0
CO
CY
B. Quantum dift'usion versus muitiphoton excitation
First, let us investigate the physical origin of the unex-
pected high excitation in region B. Figure 3 shows the
quasienergies (between —25. 5 and —24. 5 cm ') for fre-
quencies nearby coo=0. 8. [For simplicity, only quasiener-
gies associated with the n2 =0 ladder are displayed. Note
that the unperturbed initial state is located at
E(n =66)= —25.2 cm '. The quasienergy correlated
with the initial state is indicated by n =66, X =0 in the
figure where the second number (N) is the Fourier (pho-
ton) index. ] Notice the complicated avoided-crossing
pattern just within 1 cm '. In fact, all the quasienergy
levels in this region are strongly perturbed and mixed and
lose their identities. Once the system is in this frequency
region, excitation is rather easy as the neighboring states
interact almost evenly and there are many sets of
b, n
~
= 1 and
~
hX
~
= 1 excitation pathways. This
diffusivelike pattern ("quantum diffusion") is character-
ized by a series of successive single-photon absorption (or
emission) steps between adjacent states.
In contrast, the corresponding quasi-energy-level
avoided-crossing pattern for the (D, E,F) resonant peak
regions is relatively sparse. Figure 4 shows the quasiener-
gy diagram for region E for the field strength EO=0. 025.
Most quasienergy levels here maintain their identities and
—24.5
-25.0bO
CY
—25.5
0, 7 0.9
FIG. 3. Quasienergy avoided-crossing pattern near region B
(co0-0.8) where quantum diffusion is the dominant excitation
mechanism. Physical parameters same as Fig. 2. Only a small
cross section (between —25.5 and —24.5 cm ') of quasienergies
is shown. Most quasienergy levels are strongly perturbed and
mixed and lose their identities. Excitaton is very efficient in this
region.
—25.5
3.5 3.7
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except for co0 near region
E (co0- 3.66), where multiphoton resonant transitions are
significant. Quasi-energy-ieve1 avoided crossings are more iso-
lated in this region, and the identities of quasienergy levels can
be easily distinguished as shown.
can be easily distinguished as indicated. The dominant
excitation mechanism here is due to multiphoton reso-
nant transitions (i.e. , ~E„E„,~ =N—Are with b, n ) 1)
through the pairwise and isolated quasienergy anticross-
ing points. Since the dipole coupling strengths between
adjacent states ( b, n =+1) are always larger than those be-
tween 4n & 1 states, the ionization probabilities in re-
gions D, E, or F will be correspondingly smaller than
those in regions 3 or B.
C. Excitation and ionization pathways: 1D versus 2D
We now focus our discussion on the most characteris-
tic peak region labeled B (coo=0. 8). The 2D calculations
were performed by including quantum states in the range
50 & n & 250 for each n2 ladder (n2 0, 1,2, . . . ;
n
&
= n —n z —1 ). We found that three n 2 ladders
(n~ =0, 1,2) are sufficient to achieve converged results for
the case co=0.025 and coo=0. 8 considered here. Figure
5 shows the time-dependent transition probabilities
P(no =66~n;t) as a function of the state quantum num-
ber n for (a) short-time regime t =0.5r (where r is the
period of microwave field =2~/co—= 55 ps), (b) and (c) in-
termediate time regimes t =5& and 10& and (d) the long-
time regime t =100~. As we see here, the 1D model
mimics very well the 2D results at short times (t & lr),
indicating the dynamical evolution is mainly driving
along the n2 =0 ladder. At longer times, while the major
Aux is still "localized" in certain ranges near no and well
described by the 1D model, the evolution of the higher
quantum states (which is mainly responsible for ioniza-
tion) shows a large departure from the 1D results. Note
that the localization phenomenon mainly occurs in the
n2=0 ladder and prevails in the large times. The evolu-
tion in nz&0 ladders is more delocalized and shows qual-
itatively diAerent behavior from the dynamics in the
nz=0 ladder. In Fig. 5(d), only the total 2D transition
probabilities are shown along with the 1D result. In this
longer-time regime (t =100~), the n-dependent popula-
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tions (of higher quantum states) in each n2 ladder are
roughly within the same order of magnitude and difficult
uish in the logarithm graphic scale. This also
indicates that more n2 ladders will be required to achieve
convergence in the dynamical calculations for t ))100~.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the total flux flowing
into the n ~ 100 states, a measure of the ionization proba-
bilities, for (a) e(t)=esincot and (b) e(t)=Ecoscot. The
1D model (dotted line) is seen to underestimate
significantly the ionization probabilities in both cases.
The most notable result is the dominance of the diffusion
flux developed in the n2=1 and 2 ladders in the time
span shown. For even longer-time development
(t ))100&), evolution in higher nz ladders (n2 )2) will be
increasingly important. This shows clearly that ioniza-
tion takes place not along the n2 =0 ladder, but through
the nz&0 ladders. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) also reveal that
the way of turning on the microwave field does not
change qualitatively the subsequent dynamical evolution.
To show the subtlety of the effect of turning on the field,
the short to intermediate temporal (t =0 to 10&) behav-
iors of Fig. 6 are enlarged and displaced in Fig. 7. The
solid lines are the results for e(t) =E sincot, while the dot-
ted lines are for E(t) =E cosset. Both results reveal a time
delay of about five field oscillations before the ionization
flux becomes appreciable. Notice the interesting stepwise
behavior —the ionization probability raises up suddenly
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I
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' ' '
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0
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0.0
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a
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I I
Cl
400
0.01,
AI
—1 0.0
50 100 150 200
Principal Quantum Number n
250
0.00
0.0 20.0 40.0
(periods)
60.0 80.0
~ ~FIG. 5. Time-dependent 2D transition probabilities
P(n0=66~n;t) as a function of state quantum number n at
co =0 8 and op=0. 025. (a) t =0.5~, (b) t =5~, (c) t =10', andp —.
(d) t =100~, where ~ is the period of the microwave field.
FIG. 6. Time-dependent 2D ionization probabilities at
cop= 0.8 E0=0.025, and np =66 for (a) c( t) = c singlet and (b)
c(t) =c cosset. The 1D results (shown by the dotted curves) are
seen to underestimate the ionization probabilities significantly.
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 except the short to intermediate tem-
poral ionization probabilities are enhanced to show the subtlety
of the e6'ect of field turn-on. Solid curves are for c.(t) =g singlet
and dotted curves are for c(t)=c cosset.
and then stays in a plateau for about one period before
the next jump. The behavior with the c singlet microwave
field shows a ~/4 time delay from that of the z cosset field.
We note that the field strength used in this calculation
(EO=0.025) is larger than the classical critical value
c., =0.02coo ' but smaller than the threshold for quan-
tum delocalization e =coo~ /+6no. (These threshold
values are only approximate and are derived from 1D
models for the coo ~ 1 case. They are used here merely for
comparison purposes. ) According to classical-dynamical
studies, the motion of the hydrogenic electron will exhibit
chaotic behavior and follow a diffusive ionization law.
The results shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate a behavior corre-
sponding to the so-called quantum IocaIIzation in classi-
cally chaotic systems which was known also in other mod-
el problems ' as well as in the 1D atomic H model.
Our 2D results, however, reveal for the first time, the de-
tailed dynamical subtleties in Rydberg-atom excitation.
The results shown in Fig. S indicate the existence of the
quantum localization phenomenon even for coo & 1. This
is consistent with the recent experimental result of
Bayfield and Sokol' where they found similar phenome-
na for the parameters coo=0. 880 and so=0.021 (which
are close to our values) and no =72.
0.2
AI
0.1
0.0
0.0 10.0 20.0
I
30.0
(periods)
I
40.0 50.0
(b)
quantum levels which is mainly responsible for ioniza-
tion. The dominant ionization channel is seen not via the
n2=0 ladder (as often assumed in the 1D model) but
through the diffusive excitation in the n2&0 ladders.
Let us now consider the higher-field-strength regime.
In general, we found as the field strength increases, the
quantum localization border along the n z =0 ladder
stretches to higher quantum states more rapidly, and the
1D model improves. In fact, at sufficiently high field
strengths, such that co) c. , quantum delocalization can
indeed appear. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show, respectively,
the 2D ionization probabilities for E( t ) = e
singlet
and
E(t)=E cosset, both at the field strength so=0.05 (which
is now larger than E ). The microwave power is strong
enough to drive the electron to very highly excited states
or continuums through the n 2 =0 ladder before a
sufficient amount of diffusion to the n2&0 ladders occurs.
Figure 8 shows that the 1D ionization flux (dotted line)
agrees with the total 2D ionization Aux reasonably well
even up to sufficiently long times. The way of turning on
the field (singlet or cosset) again does not appear to cause a
significant effect on the time development of the ioniza-
tion How. Based on the above study, we can conclude
D. Intensity-dependent excitation and ionization
Also significant to study is the effect of field strength
on the excitation and ionization mechanisms. First we
have considered weaker field strengths (ED & 0.025) at
~O=0. 8. We found that similar behavior, such as those
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, prevails. As a general observa-
tion, the quantum localization in classically chaotic re-
gions can take place as long as c, & co(c . The quantum
localization here is characterized by the dominance of the
population around the initial state no stretching along the
n2 =0 ladder with the localization length depending upon
the field strength. At the same time, however, quantum
diffusion in higher quantum states can occur in all the n~
ladders. In fact, it is the time development of the higher
0.1
2
1
0.0 }
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50,0
(periods)
FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 except the field strength has been in-
creased to F0=0.05, which is larger than the quantum delocali-
zation threshold c,q. The 1D results agree well with the total 2D
results for both (a) c,(t) =c.sinmt and (b) c.(t) =c cosset.
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ionize the atom. Diffusion processes still take place, but
it is the multiphoton resonance transitions (lE, E—~l
N—Ace where li ) and lj) are not adjacent levels) which
are mainly responsible for the ionization. As the number
of quantum states involved is huge, it is not feasible to
numerically solve the coupled equations in Eq. (3). An al-
ternative approach is to adopt the time-independent Flo-
quet matrix method. ' '' However, the dimensionality of
the Floquet matrix can easily become ultralarge, depend-
ing on how many quantum states and Floquet photon
blocks are included. To circumvent this large dimen-
sionality problem, we use a modified version of the so-
called most probable path approach introduced previous-
ly in the study of the multiphoton excitation and dissoci-
ation of triatomic molecules. ' The method recognizes
the fact that while the "exact" Floquet matrix is infinitely
large, the majority of the atom-field Floquet states is
unimportant due to either extremely large detunings or
very small coupling matrix elements. The MPPA uses
Nth-order perturbative terms of the type
&axlI lao&,
N —1
&au+ill lak &
k=0
N
Q (Ei. i E —nk—,co)
k=2
(12)
to preselect which atom-field Floquet states are impor-
tant at each step of the multiphoton process. Here, a; is
the atomic state li ), E, is the unperturbed energy of a, ,
n, is the number of photons associated with the atom-
field state la;n, ), and the subscript p denotes a particular
path through the intermediate states. Note that
n, +l=n,-+1 due to dipole selection rules. The diagonal
couplings (which have significant eff'ects on ac Stark
shifts of energy levels) are included in our calculation.
The procedure is derived from algorithms which utilize
artificial intelligence to prune the number of choices at
each node (photon order, in our case) of a decision tree.
The MPPA begins by calculating all possible second-
order perturbative terms. The N largest coupling s
(where N is the number of paths to keep at each step)
are chosen as the most probable paths through second-
order. The initial state (root node) and the intermediate
states of the chosen paths are marked as important and
are used in the final calculations. At each iterative step,
the method calculates all possible (N+1)st-order cou-
plings (paths) using only the N Nth-order paths saved in
the last iteration. The (N +1)st-order couplings are then
examined and the largest N are saved for further traver-
sal. Nth-order states which have now become intermedi-
ate to a large (N + 1)st-order path are "important" and
are marked for later use. By iterating long enough, one
can traverse the entire Floquet atom-field basis space,
saving only those states which are important to the vari-
ous ith-order processes. Improved AI algorithms' such
as dynamic programming or 3 * can be used to facilitate
the search of optimal paths. The reduction of the basis
set is quite dramatic, leading to many orders of magni-
tude savings in computer time. For the case coo=3.66,
co =0.025, for example, MPPA allows the reduction of
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FIG. 12. Long-time average transition probabilities
P(n0=66~n) vs n at co0=3.66 and c.0=0.025 for c.(t)=c.cosset.
The multiphoton resonance structure is clearly seen. These re-
sults are obtained from the MPPA-CxVV method.
the dimensionality of the Floquet matrix HF from about
10 to an effective matrix HMpp~ of about 10 in dimen-
sion and still maintains reasonable accuracy. (Up to 1200
quantum states in each nz ladders are considered in the
present study. ) The study of multiphoton excitation
(time-dependent or time-a. veraged) dynamics thus reduces
to the solution of a time-independent eigenvalue problem.
For example, the long-time averaged transition probabili-
ty from the initial atomic state la ) to a final atomic state
l/3& is given by'
P. ,= y y l&PIIX, , &&X, , lao&l', (13)
I y'1'
where
l X~ t ) are the quasienergy eigenfunctions of
H Mppp and & Pll A,r.I. ) is the Projection of l k .i. ) onto the
unperturbed atom-field state lPl ) with P being the atom-
ic index and l the Fourier photon index.
The accuracy of MPPA results can be further im-
proved by invoking an extension of the generalized Van
Vleck (GVV) nearly degenerate perturbation tech-
nique. ' The general idea behind the GVV techni ue is
to block-diagonalize the original Floquet matrix F so
that the coupling between the model space (consisting of
nearly degenerate and strongly coupled Floquet states of
interest) and the remainder of the configuration space
(called the external space) diminishes to a desired order.
One important feature of the GVV approach is that if the
perturbed-model-space wave functions are exact to the
nth order, the corresponding quasienergy eigenvalues in
the model space will be accurate to the (2n + 1)st order.
In our current problem, we can treat P pMp Aas the
unperturbed-model-space Hamiltonian. Higher-order
corrections to AMppA can be achieved by systematically
taking into account, order by order, the couplings of the
model space with the Floquet states in the external space
(i.e., those not chosen by the MFPA procedure). This
gives rise to a new eff'ective Hamiltonian A'MppAovv.
For the Rydberg H-atom problem, we found that the
second-order GVV correction is sufficient to provide ac-
curate dynamical information about multiphoton reso-
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nant excitation.
Figure 12 shows the 2D MPPA-GVV results for the
long-time averaged populations P (no = 66~ n ) as a func-
tion of the state quantum number n at coo=3.66 and
so=0.025. Three nz ladders (i.e. , n2 =0, 1, and 2) are in-
cluded in the 2D calculations. The multiphoton reso-
nance structure is clearly seen. It is interesting to note
that, similar to the case of ct)o=O. 8, the population is con-
centrated along the n2=0 ladder for n (100, while the
nz )0 ladders are the dominant channels for the time de-
velopment of higher Rydberg states and ionization.
When the intensity is increased to co=0.05, we again find
(not shown here) that the population is primarily driven
along the n2=0 ladder for all quantum numbers, and
that resonance peaks are substantially shifted, broadened,
and enhanced.
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